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WELCOME TO YOUR TMGA PERFORMANCE DIARY.

This performance diary (based on the purpose and layout 
of Sachin Tendulkar’s own personal performance diary), 
is to be used now that your TMGA camp has concluded. 
Record your match play performance outcomes, track 
progress on your key learning and personal highlights 
through a season. 

The best players take care over their performance and 
development with an ability to show awareness to the 
game and their approach to the game. 



PERFORMANCE DIARY

PERFORMANCE LOGGING

1. Recording performances 
was a vital learning tool 
for Sachin throughout his 
career. 

2. Knowledge is slippery. 
So experience it, write it 
down, secure it and revisit 
appropriately.  

DATE     VENUE WEATHER 

OPPOSITION GAME FORMAT

Runs

How Out:

BATTING:

Personal Performance
What were you most proud of?

What was the key moment in your innings? 

PERSONAL AND TEAM PRE GAME PLAN

Batting Position

Other player(s) in your team/opposition 
with significant batting performance and 
why 

Other key stats (game score at start of your 
innings, partnerships, boundaries scored with 
clean hit, etc)

In match thought, analysis and awareness. 
When were you comfortable and in control? 

When were you uncomfortable and trying to 
gain control?

Balls faced (approx if not recorded)

What did you learn from this performance? 



Overs (and balls)

BOWLING:

Maidens: Runs Wickets:

In match thought, analysis and awareness. When were you 
comfortable and in control? When were you uncomfortable and 
trying to gain control? 

What was the key moment in your bowling? 

Other player(s) in your team/opposition with significant 
bowling performance and why 

FIELDING:

Catches Chances

+/-Runs score

Bowling Position (eg. 1st over or 1st change, etc)

How were wickets taken?

Extras (wides / No Balls):

Personal Performance
What were you most proud of?

What did you learn from this performance? 

Number of shys (hit:shy) :

In match thought, analysis and awareness. When were you 
comfortable and in control? 

When were you uncomfortable and trying to gain control?  

What did you learn from this performance? 

Personal Performance
What were you most proud of?

Pre-match plan, role and desires 

Team Role Performance (motivator, tactician, physical energy, 
focuser, calming under pressure, physical presence, etc) 

Fitness levels

Additional Post match/performance evaluations 

Other key stats (bowling role, score when started bowling, 
number of dot balls bowled, number of boundaries hit for, 
number of spells bowled, figures in each spell, etc) 



WICKET KEEPING:

In match thought, analysis and awareness. When were you 
comfortable and in control? When were you uncomfortable and 
trying to gain control? 

Catches stood back 
taken (catches missed)

Catches stood up 
(catches missed) 

Stumpings taken 
(chances missed) 

Chances 
created

Overthrows

Byes Leg Byes

Wide ball extras

What did you learn from this performance? 

Personal Performance
What were you most proud of?

Pre-match plan, role and desires 

Team Role Performance (motivator, tactician, physical energy, 
focuser, calming under pressure, physical presence, etc) 

Fitness levels

Additional Post match/performance evaluations 



PERFORMANCE LOGGING

1. Recording personal and 
team performances 
and learning can be 
really valuable and very 
motivational 

2. Dwell on success. Use 
constructively. Keep it 
positive. 

3. Stay in the here and now 
and perform in the moment 

Games Played: Team results (wins / draws / losses):

League positions (place / league name):

Cup positions: (place / cup name):

Other competitions (place / comp name): 

INNINGS AVE. S/R HIGH 
SCORE

OTHER HIGH 
SCORES 100’S 50’S % TEAM 

RUNS

OVERS MAIDENS WICKETS RUNS AVE. S/R 5FER’S BEST FIGURES

STUMPINGS CATCHES 
TOTAL

CATCHES 
STOOD UP

CATCHES 
STOOD BACK BYES RUN OUTS

FOR ALL: MENTAL:

Happiness score 
(1 low - 10 high)

How would you 
describe your feelings?

What do you need 
to do about it?

Who else do you 
need to talk to?

How much pressure/stress are you under at the moment?  

20        SEASON

Season’s Best Moments:

Most Proud Moments:

Season Key Learnings:

What are the big contributors to your pressure and how can you reduce the stress? 



PERFORMANCE LOGGING

1. Learn from matches 
and training 

2. Record key outcomes 
and moments in training

3. Training is fun. Value it. 
Perform in the middle.

Learning outcomes and performance training notes

What am I struggling with at the moment? What questions do I need to ask someone? 

What have you learnt from other people?

Who do I need to communicate with? To be; challenged, supported, educated, inspired and/or reassured by.



POINT OF DIFFERENCE

Big moments and Career Highlight

Team Successes

Which other high profile players have a similar strength in their game? 

What makes me different?

What are my strengths?
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